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ABSTRACT :  

Thisapaper presents the method for the detection and 
localization of moving targets in passive infrared (PIR) sensor 
networks inaboth indoor and outdoor settings. Reportsaour 
design and implementation of PIR sensor network, especially, 
we proposed a detection algorithm, which uses 
AdaptiveaThreshold with Constant FalseaAlarm Rate; and 
developed a localization algorithm using  directionasearch in 
the grid space of the network. The experimental results have 
shown that our PIRasensor network can detect and locate the 
moving targets with reasonableaaccuracy  In this paper, an 
innovative localizationamethod is proposed for tracking humans’ position in indooraenvironments based on 
passive infrared (PIR) sensorsaaiming at providing intelligent services. Then the PIRasensors, which 
placement depends onathe training results in the accessibilityamap, get the rough location information. 
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INTRODUCTION: 

The PIR sensor itself has two slots in it, and here each slot is made of a special material that is 
sensitive to IR. And lensaused here is not really doing much and so we see that theatwo slots can 'see' 
out past some distance (basically the sensitivity of the sensor). When theasensor is idle, both slots 
detect theasame amount of IR, the ambient amount radiated from the room or walls or outdoors. 
When a warm body like aahuman or animal passes by, it first interceptsaone half of theaPIR sensor, 
which causes a positive differential change betweenathe two halves. When the warm body leaves the 
sensing area, the reverse happens, whereby the sensor generates aanegative differential change. 
These change pulses are what is detected. 

 
WORKING PRINCIPLE –  

The Robot has twoasides, receiver side and the transmitter side. The transmitter sideaconsists of 
ATMEGA328 microcontroller (Arduino Uno); the inputs to the microcontroller are PIR sensor, and an 
Obstacle sensor. The outputs areaRF transmitter and L293D motor drive module, to which a DC motor is 
connected. And a DC motor is used to move the robot in left, right and forward and backward directions. 
L293D motor drive moduleacontrols the DC motor to move in the direction. The directionaof the movement 
is decided from the signals given by the obstacle sensors. Obstacle sensorauses infrared signal to find if there 
are any obstacles present in front of it, its range is up to5 cm. The obstacle sensors are placed in front, right 
and in leftadirections. If any sensors sense anyaobstacle it changes to the direction where there is no 
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obstacle. This makes the robot moveaautomatically without external source controlling it. Human can be 
detected using a PIR sensor. A PIR sensor is a sensor that produces passive infrared signals, these signals 
canadetect heat. Human beingaproduces heat which is detected using this sensor. Human being producesa9 
to 10 microns of heat. A PIR sensor’s angle of detection is restricted to 180. i.e. except the areaabelow the 
robot it can sense in all the other directions. The distanceaup to which PIR sensor can detect is restricted 
within 12 ft. As the sensor’s range is less, the sensor is mounted to a robotathat can move automatically. If 
the sensor detects theahuman, itsends the signal to the RF transmitter to produce Radio Frequency signals. 
Radio Frequency signalsacan travel up to 200 ft. The diagram below showsathe connectivity for the 
transmitter side. 

 
The Receiver Sideaconsists of ATMEGA328 microcontroller (Arduino Uno). Its inputaand output are 

Radio frequency receiver and a buzzer respectively. Once theasignal from the transmitter is receivedaby the 
RF receiver it notifies the Arduino. Arduinoain turn sends a signal to the buzzer, whichatriggers the buzzer to 
produce continuous beeps. This continuous beep indicates thatathere is a presence of a human. 

 
PIR SENSORS:  

PIR sensors areaused to detect any object that radiates heat. It can detectahumans, animals and 
other objects. Fresnel lenses areaused in PIR sensors which increase the range of detection. These lenses are 
made up of translucentawhich capture the radiation from visible spectrum of light. All objects with a 
temperature above absolute zero emit heat energyain the form of radiation. Usually this radiationaisn't 
visible to the human eye because it radiatesaat infrared wavelengths, but it can be detected byaelectronic 
devices designed for such a purpose. 

 
ATMEGA 328 MICROCONTROLLER:  

It’s a high performance 8-bit AVR RISC microcontroller. Itaconsists of a 32KB ISP flash memory, and it 
also consists of a read whileawrite capability. The Atmela8-bit AVR RISC-based micro -
controlleracombinesa32 kB ISP flash memoryawitharead-while-writeacapabilities, 1 kB EEPROM, 2 kB SRAM, 
23 general purpose I/O lines, 32 general purpose working registers, athreeaflexible timer/counters with 
compare modes, internalaand external interrupts,  USART, a byte-oriented 2-wire serial 
interface, SPI serialport,6-channel10-bit A/D converter , programmable watch dog tierawith 
internal oscillator, and five software selectable power saving modes. The deviceaoperates between 1.8-5.5 
volts. The deviceaachieves throughput approaching 1 MIPS per MHz[1] 

 
DC motor: DC motor is anaelectric motor which converts the electrical energy into mechanical energy. DC 
Motorsaare continuous actuators that convert electrical energy intoamechanical energy. The DC motor 
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achieves thisaby producing a continuous angulararotation that can be used to rotateapumps, fans, 
compressors, wheels, etc. 
 
L293D MOTOR DRIVE MODULE:  

L293D motor driveamodule is a motor driver whichaacts as a current amplifier. They take low 
current signalsaand then convert it into highacurrent signal. C motor is an electric motorawhich converts the 
electrical energy intoamechanical energy. The Motor Driver is a moduleafor motors that allows you 
toacontrol the working speed and direction ofatwo motors simultaneously .This Motor Driver is designed 
andadeveloped based on L293D IC. L293D is a 16 Pin Motor Driver IC. This is designed toaprovide 
bidirectional drive currents atavoltages from 5 V to 36 V. 

 
OBSTACLE DETECTION SENSORS:  

In thearobot there can be obstacle sensorawhich can detectaobstacles andhelps in navigating 
without crashing. These sensors produceaInfrared signals, if these signals hit anyaobstacles, the signals 
bounces back to theaIR receiver, indicating it has found anaobstacle. 

 
BUZZER:  

A buzzerais an audio signaling device. Typical uses of buzzers andabeepers include alarm 
devices, timers, and confirmation of user input such as aamouse click or keystroke. The vibrating disk in a 
magnetic buzzer isaattracted to the pole by the magnetic field. When an oscillating signal is moved 
throughathe coil, it produces a fluctuatingamagnetic field whichavibrates the disk at a frequencyaequal to 
that of theadrive signal. 

 
RADIO FREQUENCY TRANSMITTERS AND RECEIVERS 

The radio frequencyatransmitters transmit the radio frequency signals. Transmissionathrough RF is 
better than IR (infrared) becauseaof many reasons. Firstly, signals throughaRF can travel through larger 
distancesamaking it suitable for long rangeaapplications. Also, while IR mostly operates in line-of-sight 
mode, RF signals canatravel even when there is an obstruction between transmitter & receiver. The RF 
Receivers receives the radioafrequency signals andademodulates it.  

 
Batteries:  

Battery is used toapower the robot. The batteries used are 9 volts of battery. 
 

CONCLUSION –  
So due to PIR sensor in future weacan make automatic street light, we can record audioaand we can 

hear that audio also. And PIR motionasensor doorbell can be made. We can make electric doors. Indeed, 
simple passiveainfra red detectors achieve this very successfullyaand are a common feature in 
manyahouseholds. However, detecting human presence in an areaawithout movement is not so 
simple. However, this isawhat is by Omron's D6T non-contact MEMS thermal sensor, a super-
sensitiveainfrared temperature sensor thatamakes full use of Omron's proprietary MEMSasensing 
technology.  

 
1 .Thermal sensor -most extensively andacommonly used by defenceato detect the presence of human 
body. It can detect by knowing the variation in temperatureain the body.  
2 .IR sensors - Usually the IR cameras usedaespecially in the night .IR couple emits and reflects back 
theathermal radiation, which can further be alteredaand processed into a image, the image taken fromaIR 
camera. 

Both thermal sensor and IR sensoragives the same processed image output 
Unlike typical pyroelectric humanapresence sensors that rely on motionadetection, the D6T thermal sensor 
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is able to detectathe presence of stationary humans byadetecting body heat, and can therefore be usedato 
switch off unnecessaryalighting, air conditioning, etc automatically when people areanot present (regardless 
of whether they move or not). Asathe D6T sensors are also able to monitorathe temperature of a room, they 
can also be used toamaintain optimal room temperaturealevels, instantly sense unusual changes in 
temperature, therebyadetecting factory line stoppages, or discoveraareas of overheating for early 
preventionaof fire outbreaks, etc.  
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